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Student protesters occupy ROTC offices in all-night vigil
By Robert Gibson
Montana Kaimin Reporter 
More than 100 students stayed in the Men’s 
Gym overnight. They asked the University 
to lock them inside so no one else could 
come inside.
George Mitchell, University vice-presi­
dent, said the Faculty Senate would meet at 
7:15 this morning to decide upon action to 
be taken against the protestors. He said the 
decision would be announced to the demon­
strators at 8 a.m.
Most of the protestors slept in sleeping 
bags on the floors of offices or in the hall­
ways. About 15 students spent the night 
making telephone calls to radio stations 
throughout the United States and Canada. 
These calls were all charged to the ROTC 
Department on a billing card a student 
found in one of ttie desks.
One student found several military films 
and a projector and spent several hours 
showing movies.
The demonstration was not disrupted ex­
cept for one occasion when two ROTC 
cadets who appeared to have been drinking 
tore a sign reading “Liberated Students In­
formation Center” from the front of the 
building where the ROTC offices are 
housed. The sign had been placed there by 
the protestors last night about 8:30.
Papers were burned and routine ROTC 
business was disrupted when a group of 
about 100 students occupied the Men’s Gym, 
which houses the ROTC offices, yesterday 
at 1 p.m.
The action was to protest the President’s 
announcement Monday night that the
United States would mine harbors in North 
Vietnam.
One student said he was disappointed in 
the size of the crowd. About 350 students 
protested at the Federal Building Wednes­
day.
The students first entered the Air Force 
ROTC offices and sat down. A few minutes 
later, they occupied the Army ROTC offices. 
At about 1:30 p.m. some of the students 
started throwing blank ROTC application 
forms out of the window and setting them 
on fire, in spite of attempts by some ROTC 
cadets to retrieve the forms from the lawn.
Students then ransacked the desks in the 
AFROTC offices taking everything from 
paper and paper clips to letter tape guns. 
One demonstrator said he had stolen a 
model airplane with retractable wings.
The protesters also ripped pictures from 
the walls and broke the glass and frames. 
Supporters of the women’s liberation move­
ment wrote “free our sisters” on Angel 
Flight pictures.; Angel Flight is a women’s 
drill and service group affiliated with AF­
ROTC.
Students sitting at the desks made several 
telephone calls to the University of Califor­
nia at Los Angeles, the University of South­
ern California at Los Angeles, the Univer­
sity of California at Berkeley and to Wash­
ington, D.C.
One student, who talked to Congressman 
Richard Shoup at his office in Washington, 
D.C., told this reporter that Shoup said the 
President left the Senate out of his decision, 
but that was the President’s responsibility. 
Shoup said he was getting quite a bit of 
feedback from his constituency.
At about 2:40 p.m. the demonstration be­
came so disorganized that the organizers 
called a meeting in the foyer between the 
AFROTC and Army ROTC offices. After 20 
minutes of heated discussion, the protesters 
decided to stay in the building all night.
Some of the demonstrators began to 
leave. By 4 p.m. the group had dwindled to 
about 25 protesters.
The crowd started to grow again at about 
4:15 p.m. when the protesters set up a P.A. 
system and began playing music.
At about 5:15 p.m., Robert Fedore, dean 
of students, asked the protesters to leave 
the offices because it was time for the 
ROTC officers to go home. The students re­
fused and no action was taken.
Ken Fiester, assistant dean of students, 
said it would be up to the state attorney 
general to order the protesters to leave. 
However, he said he thought President Rob­
ert Pantzer would call most of the shots.
A spree of petty vandalism occurred 
when the ROTC officers went home. Book- 
ends and books disappeared as did maps 
' and office machines. The protesters broke 
into the storeroom where they found a 
mimeograph machine and paper. They used 
the mimeograph machine to run off flyers 
and news letters.
They found a film, “Know Your Enemy in 
Vietnam,” put out by the defense depart­
ment which they showed throughout the 
evening.
Shortly before dark the students tore 
down the ROTC sign on the front of the 
building and replaced it with a sign read­
ing, “Liberated Students Information Cen­
ter.”
At about 8:30 p.m. George Mitchell, Uni­
versity vice-president, spoke to Dan MacIn­
tyre, senior in journalism and one of the 
demonstrators. MacIntyre then called a 
meeting of all of the protesters and said 
Mitchell had asked them to quit the petty 
vandalism. Maplntyre said he had come to 
protest to state his view toward the war and 
that his view did not include petty van­
dalism. The students agred to stop vandal­
izing and clean up the building.
MacIntyre said Mitchell had made no 
threat as to what would happen if the stu­
dents did not stop the vandalism. He said 
Mitchell would return at 9:30 p.m. to speak 
to the students.
One of the protesters announced that 
ASUM President Bob Sorenson was trying 
to arrange an open forum between the stu­
dents and Pantzer to be held at noon today 
in the Oval.
The students decided to blockade the 
building and not let anyone enter from 8 
a.m. until noon today and then leave en 
masse to go to the forum.
At 9:30 p.m. Mitchell returned and talked 
to the crowd. He said a possibility existed 
that the administration would close the 
building. He asked the demonstrators to 
occupy only the lower offices tonight and 
let anybody through who wanted to go up­
stairs to the gym.
When Mitchell left, the demonstrators 
cleaned up the building and some of them 
left. At 10 p.m. only 50 students remained 
in the building and an estimated 30 said 
they were going to stay for the night.
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Hooker and his blues band 
to present concert tonight
PROTESTERS AND BYSTANDERS stand by the Men's Gym which houses the ROTC offices. In the fore­
ground, smoke rises from a garbage can where several photographs and blank ROTC application forms were 
burned yesterday. (Montana Kaimin photo by Tom Levno)
STRIKE IN BOZEMAN TODAY
Nationwide demonstrations continue
By The Associated Press 
Demonstrations have been planned 
for today at Montana State Uni­
versity.
Student Senate President Bill 
Warden said yesterday a student 
strike has been sanctioned.
He said, “those students who do 
not support President Nixon’s re­
cent escalation of the war are 
urged to stay away from classes."
A forum teach-in will be held at 
the school in the afternoon. To­
morrow the Gallatin Valley Citi­
zens for Peace will sponsor a peace 
march through downtown Boze­
man. Yesterday many MSU stu­
dents wore black armbands.
In demonstrations yesterday:
•  Antiwar demonstrators forced 
the United Nations to close its New
Searchers find 
last seven men 
dead in mine
KELLOGG (AP) The last seven 
missing miners in the Sunshine 
silver mine have been found dead, 
bringing the final toll in the fiery 
disaster to 91, General Manager 
Marvin Chase announced last 
night.
Lewis Helm, Interior Depart­
ment information officer, said 
three bodies were found on the
4.200 foot level of the mine; and 
another four were discovered at
5.200 feet.
During the day, the remaining 
41 missing were discovered by res­
cue crews fighting gas and smoke 
as they descended in a small ele­
vator to nearly a mile-deep level.
York headquarters to tourists and 
isolated the public from the his­
toric frigate Constitution in Bos­
ton harbor.
•  Eighteen demonstrators were 
arrested at New Brunswick, N.J., 
during a vain attempt to block lo­
cal trains on the main line of the 
Penn Central Railroad. But five 
Southern Pacific trains were re­
routed at Davis, Calif., after Uni­
versity of California students there 
spent most of the night sitting on 
the tracks.
•  Other groups of protesters tied 
up auto traffic at Santa Barbara, 
Calif., and on Chicago’s South Lake 
Shore drive, among a number of 
target areas.
•  Dr. Moselio Schaecter, a Tufts 
Medical School professor of mi­
crobiology, joined the 500 picketers 
at a Navy recruiting office in Bos­
ton.
“My sense of moral outrage com­
pels me to try to do something, but 
I also think older people have a re­
sponsibility to show solidarity," he 
said. “It raises awareness of the is-
SAIGON (AP) The United States 
early today unleashed the war’s 
biggest concentration of B52 bomb­
ers at An Loc, 60 miles north of 
Saigon, in efforts to break the 
five-week-old North Vietnamese 
siege of the provincial capital.
Nearly 70 B52s dropped over 
1,700 tons of explosives. The pro­
vincial capital is already 85 per 
cent destroyed. President Nguyen 
Van Thieu has ordered the city 
held at all costs.
Meanwhile, American-laid mines 
armed themselves yesterday in
sues. It doesn’t let people retreat.”
•  More than 300 demonstrators 
were arrested at Westover Air 
Force Base in Massachusetts. 
Among them were Amherst Presi­
dent John Williams Ward, his wife, 
and Cornelia Mendenhall, wife of 
Smith College President Thomas 
Mendenhall. Nearly a score of Am­
herst faculty members were also 
taken into custody.
•  Police estimated attendance at 
an antiwar rally on the steps of 
the Capitol in Washington at 1,500.
•  An antiwar coalition, gained 
30 minutes of prime time on two 
Salt Lake City television stations 
last night and a promised one-hour 
time slot tomorrow on the city’s 
third commercial channel.
Philip Thompson, associate di­
rector of the National Center for 
Atmospheric Research, his wife 
and two of his three children were 
severely beaten Tuesday at their 
home in Boulder, Colo., by depu­
ties chasing antiwar demonstra­
tors. a family spokesman charged.
North Vietnamese harbors.
North Vietnam, in a Radio Hanoi 
broadcast, declared it will “sweep 
out the U.S. mines . . . and will 
certainly smash all steps of brutal 
war escalation.”
U.S. naval gunfire also slammed 
into North Vietnamese targets 
from what official communiques 
called “the most formidable crui­
ser-destroyer striking group as­
sembled in the Western Pacific 
since World War II.”
Intense air strikes continued yes­
terday over North Vietnam.
John Lee Hooker, billed as “the 
old man of blues,” will appear in 
concert with his Coast to Coast 
Blues Band today in the Uni­
versity Ballroom at 9 p.m.
Hooker uses his own material 
and rewritten traditional songs in 
concert. He has written songs for 
rock groups such as the Rolling 
Stones and the now-defunct Ani­
mals.
Hooker was brought up on a 
share cropper farm in Mississippi.
Black Week events 
to begin tomorrow 
with 9 p.m. concert
Attempting to educate the white 
community about the life-styles of 
the black people is the goal set for 
Black Week, which begins tomor­
row and lasts until Saturday, May 
20.
“We want to tell whites and 
blacks about the the cultural and 
economic aspects of blacks in gen­
eral,” Kathy Hobbs, chairman of 
Black Week and junior in business 
administration, said.
Events scheduled for Black 
Week, financed by a $5,000 alloca­
tion from Central Board, include:
•  Tomorrow—concert, “Black is 
Back,” University Center, 9 p.m.
•  Sunday—style show, Copper 
Commons, 4 p.m.
•  Monday — speaker, Warren 
Widner, mayor of Berkeley, Calif., 
UC 360F, 7 p.m.
A statement distributed by the 
Soviet news agency Tass said Nix­
on’s actions are “fraught with seri­
ous consequences for international 
peace and security.” China ac­
cused the United States today of 
escalating the Vietnam war.
It said President Nixon’s order 
Monday “seriously encroaches up­
on the territory and sovereignty” 
of Vietnam, “grossly violates the 
freedom of international naviga­
tion and trade and wantonly 
tramples upon the charter of the 
United Nations and international 
public law.”
His first single hit was “Boogie 
Chillun,” released in 1948.
Hooker said the roots of music 
are found in blties.
He said, “. . . Jazz, ballads, rock 
and roll; everything comes from 
blues.”
The concert is being sponsored 
by Program Council and tickets 
are on sale at the UC Ticket Of­
fice and Missoula Mercantile Rec­
ord Shop.
Boys chained, 
complaint filed
PROVO, Utah (AP) The Utah 
County attorney’s office has filed 
a complaint against the Oak Hill 
correctional school at nearby Ma- 
pleton following discovery of a 
runaway boy wearing a heavy 
chain and padlocks on his ankles.
A spokesman for the school, 
Dick Freeman, said, “boys who run 
away are often chained until they 
are positively oriented.”
Work-study article 
corrected by Mullen
The headline for the work-study 
funds article in Wednesday’s Mon­
tana Kaimin was misleading.
The headline read “Work-study 
funds to equal amount received 
last year.” This will be true only 
if the Senate-approved appropria­
tion is approved by a House-Sen­
ate conference committee.
According to Don Mullen, Uni­
versity financial aids director, the 
House previously had voted against 
any additional appropriation for 
the national work-study program. 
Therefore, it is far from certain 
that the full Senate appropriation 
will be approved by the joint com­
mittee.
Mullen said, “We really need our 
share of that additional appropria­
tion in order to keep the work- 
study program going here at the 
University.” He added that those 
who are concerned about the fate 
of work-study should voice their 
concern to members of the House 
of Representatives.
U.S. massive Vietnam attacks stir wrath
KEEP ’EM G R IN N IN G
Now that UM kids have realized the way to stop the war is 
not to frighten old men in cars or starve Coca-Cola into sub­
mission, we hope they also realize it’s going to take more than 
playing music outside ROTC offices.
Yesterday’s occupation of the military rooms in the Men’s 
Gym was a hopeful sign; one that indicated some meaningful 
protest may occur.
What made it encouraging was that a few people were made 
uncomfortable; discomfort brought attention, meaningful 
attention. We hope “protestors,” those who disagree and are 
willing to admit it, will not stop at the minor annoyances or the 
“petty vandalism,” as Administrative Vice President 
George Mitchell put it, to bring attention to their wants.
However, what annoyed us, and will be the reason this 
demonstration will fail, is the reluctance of participants to act 
on their own, be identified and take personal responsibility for 
their acts.
The major worry at the ROTC offices was not if violence 
would be done, or the law broken, or the cops called; the 
concern was that no one person be recognized.
Cries of, “This is a group effort,” and the like pervaded the 
mess—and when Mitchell huffed in and expressed his dis­
satisfaction the hovel quieted, caucused, and emerged with a 
gigantic sucking noise: “We’ll all be good kids and quietly 
sleep here tonight.”
The fact that no stronger action was taken confirms our 
thoughts: You kids might care about the war, about death and 
destruction, atrocities and inhumanities, but you really don’t 
think any farther than massaging your collective 
apathies—that you haven’t done anything substantial about 
the war. So get out and exercise your guilt. Go to bed in an 
Army office.
But don’t let your picture get in the paper. Don’t admit what 
you’ve done. After all, it was a group action.
It’s easier that way.
C. Yunker
CORRECTION
In yesterday’s Montana Kaimin, Jim Fay, freshman in social 
welfare, was attributed with an incorrect major. Our 
apologies to Fay for our error.
comment BY TONY LUN JUN IOR, ENGLISH
GREENING O F PROTESTORS
As far as the war issue is concerned, the campus is divided into tour 
separate groups.
Group One consists of those who support Richard Nixon. Richard 
Nixon is, as you know, the President of the United States. He is out of 
his fucking mind. Currently, he has ordered North Vietnam to be block- 
caded, which as we know, cannot be done. What can be accomplished, 
however, is the start of World War III. As for any advice I might give 
this group, I suggest two things. 1) They immediately seek psychiatric 
help; 2) They immediately start building fallout shelters.
Group Two is composed of those people who are either in part or 
totally apathetic. This group of people is noted for doing a great amount 
of sleeping and eating. If they get energetic they are known to have 
carried on somewhat boring conversations about football, school, make­
up and flying saucers. As an interesting note, this group includes ninety 
per cent of the faculty.
I implore this group of people to come alive. 1,000,000 Vietnamese 
have died and unforeseeable numbers wounded. If you can sit by and do 
nothing, what claim to life do you have?
Get involved. Communicate. There are millions of things that have to 
be done; do one thing.
Group Three is made up of those people who seek to end the war but 
want to do so in a manner not illegal or does not in some way alienate 
groups One and Two and all the townspeople. Their principle goal is to 
reach the people in a concerted effort and win them over.
It is my hope these people do not become disillusioned and resign 
from the movement. But let us remember, when one stands before a 
problem — especially one of the enormous proportions as the Indochina 
conflict — one reaches for any means to solve the problem. Until this 
war has ended, don’t harp on other groups for what they’re doing; in­
stead, do what you think should be done and do it now.
Group Four, the last group, which has received the most attention 
this week, has demonstrated non-violent but forceful action. Some say 
they have alienated, others maintain they are ineffective. I believe these 
criticisms will eventually prove to be unfounded.
The overall effect remains to be seen. If nothing more happens, maybe 
nothing will be proven. Ask Nixon if it takes more than one victory to 
win a war.
So then, people, keep together, keep going and do it, whatever it may 
be.
Blown steam
Editor: This letter is to all University of Montana jerk-offs who, when 
probably 100 per cent sober but possibly wiped out from beer, manage to run 
their (usually pathetic) automobiles into those (usually fine) cars belong to 
others.
You dipshits never seem to have any insurance and so you casually drive off 
leaving anywhere from $25 to $150 in damage on a car. This shitass crap has 
occurred to us four times this year alone and the damage has come to grand 
total of $275.
To you shitheads, we can only say that someday soon you shall run your 
beaters into someone’s car and the owner shall be present. Then we shall 
laugh and laugh.
STEVE BALDOCK senior, forestry 
JANY WEAVER senior, radio and TV
editorial, letters
No answer
Editor: Who has the ideal answer to withdraw the U.S. from Vietnam? Will 
demonstrating help or will it make matters worse? Have the demonstrators 
considered all possible results? Some say let’s just get out of Vietnam; who 
cares about losing face. They haven’t considered the 17,000,000 people who 
will be living in a constant nightmare or terrorism, although the war doesn’t 
help matters! Any person that could Ignore this situation has either no 
conscience or is just concerned with his own little world.
Of course they haven’t concerned we would have no bargaining power to 
release prisoners of war, with no guarantee what so ever of their safe return! 
Other say stop escalating the war and bring more troops home. They haven’t 
considered the current offensive with our remaining 60,000 troops that are in 
extreme danger. With 12 of North Vietnam’s 13 divisions operating in South 
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, how else can the U.S. protect its troops but to 
escalate the war; granted it should have been done a long time ago.
Whether we like it or not, we are in the old ball game and anyone believing 
it’s just a simple matter of just pulling out is living in a world of fantasy. No 
matter what administration has been in office and no matter what the ad­
ministration has done, demonstrations have been held against any decision. 
The demonstrater with the great idea of peace should run for the presidency. 
ROBERT WICK freshman, art
Crimp for peace
Editor: I’m disgusted at this campus. Doesn’t anyone realize that Nixon is 
trying to kill us? Yunker was right—only we should have disemboweled the 
pigs and put their cars into car crushers.
Let’s get our shit together. Lets do something that will effectively 
demonstrate our “hell no, we won’t go’’ attitude, to that, we need the help of 
the people. To get the people on our side we’ve got to give them hope and faith.
Meet tomorrow morning outside the law school at 8 o’clock. From there 
we’ll march on all food servies and restaurants—on and off campus. We’ll 
occupy them while we pinch every single straw in Missoula. Pinch them 
where it will count—right in the middle!
Then, when fascist pigs buy a coke, or even milk, we’ll show them that the 
world doesn’t suck!
Crimp a straw for peace! Crimp a straw for Christ! All power to the people. 
STEPHEN GRAEF junior, law
Editor accused
Editor: Oh, comrade Conrad, how many cops have you kicked this week? 
How many police cars have you burned?
If your answer is “none,’’ you are (like Richard Nixon and Lyndon Johnson) 
but a damn reai^echelon general.
LEROY BERVEN junior, chemistry, history-political science 
CB delegate
Violence explained, editor threatened
Editor: A short time ago, I had the doubtful honor of spending a period of 
time in the beautiful country of South Vietnam. During that time, a number of 
attempts were made upon my life through the use of various forms of 
violence. With this background, I believe that I can claim to know something 
about violence; and from this background I am going to cite to you a few facts 
about violence and people who may become involved in its use:
First, violence has a tendency.to grow way out of proportion from what it 
was originally intended.
Second, When there is violence, someone (often an Innocent bystander) 
usually gets hurt.
Third, having lived through one period of violence, I have no intention of liv­
ing through another such period.
Fourth, no sane person who has ever experienced violence will recommend 
its use for any purpose other than self defense.
Since you may still be as sane person, Mr. Yunker, I will assume for the 
being that you merely lack personal experience in violence. In order to help 
you gain this experience and thus clarify your thinking, I humbly offer my 
services to you as a tutor of violence.
I believe I will start your lessons by beating you about the head and 
shoulders with a baseball bat for an hour or so in order to loosen your mind. I 
will then have you run to the Montana Kaimin office while I throw various 
types of explosives in your direction. Upon reaching the Kaimin office, I will 
then have your write an editorial about violence while I burn the office down.
In the event that you still advocate the use of violence after these lessons, 
Mr. Yunker, I will be forced to conclude that you are insane and should be 
committed to an animal farm.
LARRY JINKINS junior, forestry
EDITOR’S NOTE: Jinkin’s threats, taken with consideration of points Four 
and Three, lead us only to conclude he is criminally insane with an acute wish 
to die.
Negative editorial thinking
Editor: To Conrad Yunker—Your pro-violent attitude towards Nixon’s 
present war policy reflects, I think, how your reasoning ability operates, 
Conrad. In your first editorial, you stated that writing to Congressmen 
wouldn’t help, and that going through normal channels wouldn’t stop the war 
or slow it down. So, violent methods of bringing attention to your views and 
showing everybody how you feel presents a more effective means of bringing 
about a halt to war activity in Indochina.
Let me ask you this, Conrad. Who has more balls, or, I should say, more 
forethought: the person who advocates violent attitudes and practices, or the 
weak, ball-less liberal sheep who would rather see someone develop a rational 
(if there is such a thing) solution to Vietnam, not having to use violence as a 
means to an end?
I have neither the capacity to do this nor the ability to carry such a solution 
out, but I would not follow you down to the post office or the ROTC building, 
there to level destruction at those who stand in your way. Maybe you would 
argue that people have had plenty of time to think of a personal or more 
general solution, but those who have actually thought it would not, I believe, 
go to any major federal institution and burn it, or engage in guerrilla tactics.
Obviously, you think thatbecauseof Nixon’s actions thatyou should initiate 
an immediate and unplanned reaction; Conrad, it is one that would split 
people apart even further, destroy any instance of unity that might have ex­
isted before, and totally negate any chance of us all ever coming back 
together again.
BILL PALMER sophomore, major unknown
Presidential candidate writes
Editor: Please feature: My President of U.S.A. campaign. Done—Hand 
wrote 1121 college editors. Results so far—Fantastic variety, more volume 
needed. Request—Letters, letters, letters. One sentence will do. They will 
come—News conference, presidential pardon, victory. My beautiful plat­
form—at news conference. Personal—Age 43, single, of Irish-German 
descent but never violent; a dedicated college grad. Picture from your 
readers? I’d love them.
JOHN DESMOND, JR. 19491 
Cell 4A2 Box No. 1000 
Steilacoon, Washington 98388
Crystal Theatre, 515 S. Higgins, 
728-9074. Now showing! Jules 
Dassin’s “Topkapi”—“The ulti­
mate heist film of all time.” 
Peter Ustinov, Melina Mercouri, 
Academy Award Short. Call 
Theatre for times.
TERMPAPERS
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typed. A ll writers have a minimum 
BS, BA degree. Instant Service.
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letters
Physical Plant protection racket
Editor: re the letter by Philip Lutes (Montana Kaimin, May 9). Lutes has 
only scratched the hair ends of the real parking problem here.
In the Vehicle Regulations it is admitted that the Physical Plant demands 
and takes money without offering anything in return except a threat of what 
they’ll do if you don’t pay. If this sounds familiar to some of the older em­
ployes and students, it should. 30 years ago it was called the protection 
racket.
Som etimes the authorities, no doubt moved by a depth of conscience, call 
this method of asking money “a hunting license,” a scramble system. In 
fact, there is no system. Just payment. Anyone with a moral sense exceeding 
that of Dutch Schultz can see that this is wrong. This is the only state 
university I know of that demands money for the “privilege” of trying to find 
a place to park but does not guarantee space.
RICHARD HUGO associate professor, English
Thanks, and Pasteur
Editor: Thanks for your kind coverage of my gonorrhea research. To be 
fair, credit and my appreciation should be given Tom Wynia, a work-study 
student who has been my right-hand man on the project.
Anyone who has done research knows the workmanship and joy of dis­
covery akin to that of the creative or performing artist. Yet it seems a small- 
enough victory when one recognizes how little the human condition is changed 
or improved. Judge by the following quote from Louis Pasteur, 1888: “Two 
contrary laws seem to be wrestling with each other nowadays: the one, a law 
of blood and death, ever imagining new means of destruction and forcing 
nations to be constantly ready for the battlefield—the other, a law of peace, 
work and health, ever evolving new means for delivering man from the 
scourges which beset him.”
WALTER KOOSTRA assistant professor, microbiology
Childish war
Editor: The Protestant ethic seems to have a stronghold on a lot of people. 
Could it be they don’t know the facts about an ecosystem such as spaceship 
earth. Anarchy and subsistence living forever. Wars are for childish little 
people who don’t really know where it’s at.
M ONTANA
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POLICY ON LETTERS
BOB SHEA freshman, Round River TO  THE EDITOR
Similar views
Editor: Your views, Mr. Yunker, are quite similar to the general in 
Vietnam who said, “We must destroy the country to save the country,” 
or the National Guard colonel who modified the phrase to read, “We 
must destroy the university to save the university.”
Remember, Conrad, “the end does not justify the mean” applies for 
those who would burn the countryside here to stop the war as well as 
those who would destroy the countryside there to end the war. 
STEPHEN TURKIEWICZ junior, political science
Letters should be no longer than 400 
words, preferably typed and triple­
spaced. Letters longer may be cut by 
tne editor or returned to the writer 
for condensation. Letters should be 
brought or mailed to the Montana 
Kaimin office. Journalism 206. Dead­
line is 6 pjn. the day preceding publi­
cation.
The Kaimin reserves the right to 
edit all letters. The Kaimin has no 
obligation to print all letters sub­
mitted.
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY ONLY:
The Double Bill of the Century . . .
DONALD SU TH ERLAN D 
ELLIOTT GO ULD TOM SK ERRITT
S i !  Color PANAVIStON*
OPEN 8:15 P.M. G O - W E S T
“Mash” Shows First DRIVE-IN THEATRE
One Complete Show Hwy 10 West
Adm.: $1.50 Per Person 5 Miles West of Airport
•
PORTABLE PACKS
On Sale a t the BOOKSTORE
RAINIER TRUCKIN’ CORPS PACKS
Reg. * 9 ”  
N O W  * 7 S#
•  Side Pockets
•  Belt
•  Adjustable Nylon Backs
•  Waterproof
U M
BOOKSTORE
D IA M O N D
SALE!
Take your girl on 
a date at —
Bob Ward & SONS
(We are open evenings)
Boogie...
Blues...
John
Lee
Hooker
and his Coast to  Coast Blues Band
Friday, M ay 12
9 p.m.
U.C. BALLROOM
TICKETS:
$2.25 C Students 
$3.00 General Public
Available:
U.C. Ticket Office and 
Mercantile Record Shop
BROUGHT TO YOU BY 
ASUM PROGRAM COUNCIL
I Quit!
JOHN CARLSON’S TAPE & 
STEREO HAS GONE BROKE!
Creditors And Taxes Force John Carlson’s Tape & Stereo 
Living Room At 137 West Front To Liquidate All Existing 
Inventory, Fixtures And Office Equipment And 
QUIT BUSINESS In Missoula, Montana. All Sales Conducted 
Under City License No. 27.
Car Stereo
9”
Home
Consoles
9 9 ”
Headphones
5 ”
Top LP,s 
2 ”
Carole King 
Charley Pride 
American Pie 
Elton John
Water Beds 
8 "
Tapes
6 6 *  8 8 *  
4 & 8 Track
Auto Stereo 
Speakers
3*«
Kiddie 
Records 
5  each
Black
Lights
199
Office 
Equipment 
Best Offer
Posters
19*
Component
Systems
6 9 ”
John
Carlson
has
gone
broke
items available:
8 track home units incense blacklights
stereo speakers car stereos strobe lights
turntables portable units and all types
power inverters office supplies of electronic
candles 4-track tapes accessories
over 2 0 0  home stereo consoles & componets 
to be sold at highest offer
OPEN TO N IG H T TILL M IDNIG HT 1
open Sundays noon-8 p.m .
INSTANT Sale Conducted at ALL SALES I
CREDIT 137 West Front Missoula Montana FINAL |
D O O N E S B U R Y  by garry trudeau
COSTS MAY SKYROCKET
Natural gas reserves dwindle
By Steve Shirley
Montana Kaimin Reporter 
The cost of natural gas could sky­
rocket in the near future. Rapidly 
dwindling natural gas reserves are 
causing concern over increased gas
A committee to study campus traf­
fic regulations and procedures will 
meet before the end of Spring 
Quarter, Mike Frellick, Traffic 
Board chairman said yesterday.
Frellick said the committee will 
be made up of Traffice Board 
members, UM faculty, staff and 
students.
The committee will study traffic 
security procedures, such as cam­
pus traffic ticketing, and make rec­
ommendations for changes of cur­
rent traffic regulations, he said.
Traffic Board meets every Wed­
nesday in the University Center to 
hear appeals on campus traffic 
violations.
Frellick said scramble parking, 
or equal parking opportunity, will 
be discussed at the committee 
meeting.
The present Traffic Security 
parking policy is that students and 
faculty may park anywhere on 
campus if their cars are registered 
with the University and show a
The city of Missoula will be asked 
to show, in Missoula County Dis­
trict Court̂ Monday at 2 p.m., why 
an injunction that would stop con­
struction of Smitty’s Pancake Par­
lor across Rattlesnake Creek 
should not be issued.
Attorney Daniel Shea filed the 
order requesting the Monday hear­
ing on behalf of ten Missoula resi­
dents: Ruby Weston, Keith Nichols, 
Lloyd Smith, Richard Smith, Pru­
dence Smith, George Heliker, Clar­
ence Gordon, Robert McKelvey, 
William Forbis and Walter Hill.
The order questions a building
KUFM schedule 
88.1 mhz
4-5:30 p.m.___popular music
5:30-7:30 p.m.______ classical
music
7:30-8:30 p.m .___infomation
and news block
8:30-9 p.m. _______  comedy
9 p.m.-12 a.m.................. soul
SATURDAY
12 p.m.-4 p.m.___Metropolitan
opera
4 p.m.-12 a.m. ___heavy rock
Coke
with
Float
25*
YOU KEEP THE 
GLASS
HanMn’i  let Cream Factary
u i  now
costs.
John Corette, chairman and chief 
executive officer of the Montana 
Power Company, said in March 
that Montana’s gas reserves are 
growing smaller.
campus decal.
Some faculty members have 
complained because students were 
“taking over” certain parking 
areas around dormitories and were 
not following the equal parking 
policy, Frellick said.
Real estate article  
corrections m ade
The Wednesday Montana Kai­
min article, “Industry, progress, 
greed may be Montana’s down­
fall,” incorrectly reported that Paul 
Bruner is a broker for the Missoula 
Real Estate Exchange.
Bruner is employed by a broker 
for the Missoula Real Estate Ex­
change. *
Also, Bruner criticized “money- 
hungry real estate developers,” not 
“real estate brokers” as reported 
in the story.
permit that was issued Dec. 17 by 
Missoula Building Inspector Joe 
Durham for construction of the 
pancake parlor. The permit expired 
before construction began.
Between the time the first per­
mit expired and a new permit was 
issued, the City Council passed an 
ordinance forbidding construction 
over waterways.
The Missoula residents filing the 
order contend the building permit 
cannot be issued because of the 
new ordinance.
City Atty. Fred Root ruled last 
week the permit was legal because 
it was an extension of the first 
permit.
The order also contends that City 
Council did not have the required 
number of signatures to vacate an 
area of Monroe Street necessary 
for construction.
Because there is less gas available 
from wells in Montana, natural gas 
distributors are beginning to get 
gas from north of the Artie Circle 
or from plants that make gas out of 
coal, Corette said.
Inflation and environmental 
costs account for the increase in 
gas production costs, Corette said.
On a nation wide basis, the Fed­
eral Power Commission (FPC) has 
warned that domestic production 
of natural gas cannot meet expand­
ing consumer demands beyond 
1975.
Imported and synthetic gas will 
take up some of the slack, the FPC 
said, and consumers may also turn 
to other energy sources.
The gas industry says the short­
age is because the FPC held the 
price of gas at the wellhead to an 
unreasonably low level. The gas 
industry has lobbied for increased 
prices on gas at the wellhead. Also, 
the low cost of gas compared to 
other energy sources, and its use 
as a cleaner fuel for pollution con­
trol, have increased the demand for 
natural gas, making it more scarce, 
the gas industry says.
However, some say there is no 
shortage of natural gas.
“The only information available 
to the commission (FPC) as to the 
shortage of gas comes from the in­
dustry, which would benefit enor­
mously by price increases,” Sen. 
Philip Hart, D-Mich. said last ! 
week.
He claims that increased pricing 
requested by the gas industry could 
cost consumers $750 billion.
Household consumers will be the 
last to feel the gas shortage, while 
heavy industry and commercial 
business will be the first cut, the 
industry said.
Pfeiffer w ill speak  
to an tiw ar airm en
E. W. Pfeiffer, University of Mon­
tana zoology professor, said he will 
speak at a peace rally Saturday, in 
Mountain Home, Idaho.
The rally was organized by 
members of the Covered Wagon, an 
organization of antiwar airmen 
from the Mountain Home Air Force 
Base.
Pfeiffer is a co-author of “Har­
vest of Death,” a book about the 
chemical war in Indochina. He has 
also made numerous films showing 
defoliation and bombing effects in 
Vietnam.
Traffic committee will review 
campus rules and procedures
Missoula court to hear case 
on pancake parlor construction
OFF C A M PU S  
H EA D Q U AR TER S
FRIDAY and SATURDAY 
i  Schooners 
Pitchers 
Highballs 
6-Pak Hamm’s
9 p.m. to  2 a.m.
R?t&eU?aits
9
%
I
Double Buying Power!
(Open Sunday After Church)
Double Inventory!!
14 Wide 12 Wide Used
From From From
$6,750.00 $5,750.00 $2,750.00
Veterans: You Can Buy a New Mobile Home 
With
N O  D O W N PAYMENT!
Hwy. 10W 720-1207
At The Candy Striped Poles
Save-On
M obile Homes
Hwy. 10W 720-2200
M O T H E R S  D A Y  
M A G IC  ! 
C H A N G E
D O U B L E  B R L D  
S H O T G U N  
INTO
Bi-amplified Sound Stereo System 
CiD P IO N E E R  C -5600D
The All-in-one s te re o  system
AM-FM STEREO TUNER/AMPLIFIER 2-SPEED TRANSCRIPTION TURNTABLE 
MULTI-AMPLIFIER SPEAKER SYSTEM
ONLY $ 3 3 3  WITH
any double-barreled shotgun 
in working order.
OFFER LIMITED TO INVENTORY 
Reg. $499.95
ELECTRONIC PARTS
Phone 543-31X9 1030 South Avenue West
“Across From the Fairgrounds”
8:30 A.M. - 5:30 P.M. Monday - Friday 
10:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M. Saturday
‘Right you are (If you think you are)’ reviewed by instructor
By Bruce Bigley
Instructor in english 
The Drama department’s produc­
tion of Luigi Pirandello’s dramatic 
parable, “Right You Are (If You 
Think You Are)” opened Wednes­
day night at the Masquer Theater 
and will play through Saturday. 
The point of the play is already 
given away by its title. It turns 
about an unusual family situation 
for which are given two diameti- 
cally opposed explanations.
Sr. Ponza and his mother-in-law, 
Sra. Frola, presents to the gossips
By Mark Swanson
Montana Kaimin Reporter 
“The Godfather,” good and bloody, 
not always in that order. I’ve seen 
better and I’ve seen worse as far 
as movies go.
Off to a very shaky start it takes 
the first hour to estabilsh what 
it’s all about. Marlon Brando plays 
the role of the Godfather and his 
crusty mumble aligns itself at 
times with incoherency. But his 
splendid acting ability, which 
builds in intensity as senility over­
takes and death approaches, is the 
work of a master.
However, the mastery of Brando 
cannot overcome other weaknesses 
the film exhibits. At times the di­
rector seems to assume that every­
one who sees the movie will have 
read the book.
He leaves the role of Michael, 
youngest son of Vito Corleone (the 
Godfather), unexplained, unneces­
sarily long and in some cases does 
not elucidate at all. Michael’s 
transformation from college stu­
dent to gangster in the book, is 
overlooked in the film, and he 
comes on not as a son caught up in 
the family “business,” but as a 
tough young punk eager to com-
of the town two different explana­
tions for the way Sr. Ponza treats 
his wife. To accept one explanation 
means to reject the other as mad.
The town gossips, to their dis­
tress, are unable to discern which 
explanation is sane and which is 
insane. Pirandello refuses to tell us 
too, but he leads us, hopefully, to 
the view expressed throughout by 
Laudisi, that we only know reality 
through idiosyncratic perspectives 
of others as vital to their exist­
ences.
Laudisi’s view is confirmed at
mandeer the family operation. But 
icy stares and superb acting by A1 
Pacino carry the switch off quite 
well.
Someone also seems to have for­
gotten to identify Tessio and Clem- 
enza, the Godfather’s ganster cap­
tains, as to their importance in the 
Family. I wasn’t sure for quite 
some time which of the suspender­
snapping slew of gangsters was 
actually Tessio. I read the book 
twice and even then had some 
trouble filling the holes.
Speaking of holes, perforated, 
vermilion-vested thugs litter the 
gutters, hallways and sleezy hotels 
with enough audacity and fre­
quency to satiate the most ardent 
shoot-em-up fan. And to avoid the 
banal, a few beatings, garrotings 
and bombings also are tossed in. 
Don’t eyeball too closely though, 
as a few of the riggings miscue and 
some punches to the spagetti trap 
tend toward whistling Dixie.
My suggestion is to see the 
movie, then read the book, or per­
haps read the book, then see the 
movie. But if you don’t intend 
both, read the book. It is put to­
gether better, hence worth more of 
your time.
the end of the play by Sra. Ponza, 
a sort of humana ex machina, who 
refuses to reveal anything at all.
The message of the play is not 
that there is no truth, but that we 
cannot know it. In the absense of 
verifiable truth we need not des­
pair; we can create through love 
and compassion a modus vivendi 
that can bridge the gap between 
apparently irreconcible extremes. 
The Ponza’s and Sra. Frola are 
united by a love for one another 
more important to the differences 
in their explanations.
Pirandello preserves in his less 
pretentious plays this all encom­
passing humanity of his early Si­
cilian plays. In his most famous 
play “Six Characters in Search of 
an Author,” the thinness of his 
compassion lays him open to the 
charge of cold intellectualism.
The weakness of “Right You 
Are” is in its repetition. The mes­
sage is articulated by Laudisi very 
early in the play. For the play to 
hold much interest for a contem­
porary audience it must either dis­
credit Laudisi at the beginning and 
make the audience as curious as 
the gossips; or it must hope to 
carry its audience along on the 
strength of its comedy.
Director Tom Blair chooses the 
latter course and exploits the many 
possibilities for comedy. Unfor­
tunately that comedy is repetitious 
as well. It wears thin after an act 
and-a-half. The end of the play 
seems needlessly prolonged.
Dale Raoulu as Sra. Sirelli pro­
vides the best comedy in the play, 
sometimes making us realize how 
flat some of the other actors are. 
She works well with Jon Dick­
son, who plays her gossipy and 
bumbling husband. Beck Boyles 
and Gayle Miller as two of the 
gossips provide a Laugh-in sort of 
caricature.
Dick MacIntyre as the butler
does wonderfully comic things 
with a bit part.
John Juneiman, Peggy Dodson 
and Kathie McNamer were funny 
at times, but too often gave paro­
dies of their best moments. Bob 
Shipp as Laudisi had some funny 
moments.
Iraj Sami as Sr. Ponza gave a 
strong performance, though with 
too little variation in the acting.
Maggi Tinklepaugh as Sra. Frola 
and compassioin in the role, but 
too little suggestion of madness.
The set by Linus Carlton was 
very good. It was functional and 
conveyed a sense of affluence. 
The costumes by Pat Gidwell with 
the comic tenor of the joyable eve­
ning even though neither the play 
nor the production was a total suc­
cess.
RIGHT Y O IM R E
F YOU THINK YDU /IR E
tyluigi pirandello
/MAY 10-1418=15 P/M.|/MASQUB? THEATER 
STUDENTS $1.00 GEN. ADMISSION $ 2 .0 0
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‘Godfather’ termed good and bloody
Conotane G as 32.9 
CRAFT C O N O C O
Across From the 
Police Station
O lym p ia ’s h ip  fu ll-c o lo r h ip -p o cke t po s te r is a g reat w ay to 
show  y o u ’ re hip.
Full size it m easures 24 by 37 inches 
ho les in do rm  w all plaster.
To get yours, 
send $1.00.
. jus t pe rfec t fo r cove ring  large
Olympia Brewing Company, Tumwater, Washington *Oly *<§
PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY 
NAME
(First Name) 
MAILING ADDRESS
) Name) (Last Name)
(Street Address)
(City) (Stale) (2ip Code)
Enclose a check or money order made payable to OLYMPIA 
BREWING CO. Cash can not be accepted. Return the com­
pleted form and check to The Gilt Shop. OLYMPIA BREWING 
CO. P. 0 . Box 947, Olympia, Washington 98507.
TH IR D  A N D
by bill owen 7fi
The financial freeze-out
The financial bind that has thrown our programs, both athletic and aca­
demic, into a period of belt tightening is not a sole commodity of this 
ctmpus. It has thrown other schools in the Northwest region into the 
sgme type of soul searching activities we now have. Costs of equipment, 
travel, and miscellaneous expenses in this region, coupled with a rather 
sparse distribution of people that will make an effort to attend college 
activities has caused a couple of schools to drop part of their varsity ath­
letic program and concentrate more on intra and extramural sports. 
Most notable of these was in the disclosure by the University of 
Idaho this week that they were forced to cut their skiing program be­
cause of, as Athletic Director Ed Knecht puts it, the continuing call for 
cutbacks in the budget of the athletic department.
Yesterday I talked with Dubby Holt, the Athletic Director for Idaho 
State University, and he told me that although the department had not 
officially voted on it the swimming program at that school will probably 
be dropped next season. Seasons given were the same as the University 
of Idaho’s.
The same type of response was given to me by baseball coach Pat Shan­
non and Jack Swarthout about our baseball program. Many excuses can 
be used, such as the bad weather and so on, but there is a very definite 
possibility that UM will not have a varsity baseball program when we 
start back next fall.
What can be done to supplement the vacancies made by the departure 
of these sports?
Something to think about
Extramural’s could possibly be the answer.
For many this will be a new word, but basically it is a program of teams 
made of college students that compete on a semi-varsity level. They 
would be housed under the Intramural Department roof, be responsible 
for their own scheduling — much like the soccer and rugby teams pres­
ently are — and most importantly this type of program would take the 
individual financial burden off of the student government.
The plans are still rough, but positive statements have been made by one 
CB member and Tom Whiddon, Intramural director. No requirements 
would be have to be met, it would be a program regulated by the interest 
of the students participating in it, and it could develop a closer commu­
nication between us and our neighbor schools.
intramurals
Tom Whiddon, director of the In­
tramural Department, said yester­
day that the intramural tennis 
matches will start at 4:30 pjn. to­
day, with singles competition, and 
will finish about 9 p.m. The dou­
bles matches are slated to start to­
morrow at 3 p.m. and run until 10 
p.m. A total of 64 people will take 
part in the competition.
The co-ed raft race, he added, 
will start at 3 p.m. Sunday at the 
ftlilltown Dam, and all participants 
are requested to show up with rafts 
and life-jackets. Sixteen rafts, 
holding 64 participants, are enter­
ed.
The intramural track meet, he 
continued, will be held Monday 
and Tuesday of next week. Finals 
in the mile, javelin, pole vault and 
shot put will take place Monday 
along with other preliminary 
events, and the rest of the finals 
will be held on Tuesday.
The field events are scheduled to 
start at 6:30 p.m. on both days, and 
the track events will start at 7:15 
p.m. The meet will be held at 
Domblaser Stadium.
Zags host T ip s
The University of Montana base­
ball team winds up its season this 
weekend in a three-game series 
with division leading Gonzaga Uni­
versity in Spokane, Wash.
A doubleheader is scheduled for 
today, and the regular season con­
cludes with a nine inning contest 
tomorrow.
Gonzaga is one of the hottest 
teams in the country this year and 
has won 23 games in a row. They 
presently hold a 27-8-1 season rec­
ord. The ’Tips are 7-15 for the year.
Pat Shannon, head baseball 
coach, plans to use Gary Smith, 
Bob Hayes and Randy Smith as
TODAY'S SCHEDULE 
Men’s Fast Pitch Softball 
American League
5:30 p.m.
Hershey’s Squirts vs Easy Bailers—
4:15 p.i
Sigma Nu vs ATO — Physical Plant 
Domino League
4:15 pm.
C. Chasers vs J*s 88’s — Arthur 
Field
Dumpers vs Teen Angels — Music
5:30 pj:
Blue Mtn. Bush Apes 
innur field .
MONDAY'S sCkkfltoLB ? g 
Men’s Fast Pitch 8oftball 
American League
Easy Bailers — Arthur 
Hugh-Jardon—
Student Association vs Studs—Arthur 
Field 
6:45 p.m.
Late Comers vs Net Cong Indians—
Montana Flatus Co. 
Field House 
5:30 pji 
SPE 1 
6:45 p.n 
IPQS
; Theta Chi — Music Field
Teen Angels —Physi-
Sigma Chi — Music Field 
Domino League
4:15 p.m.
C. Chasers 
cal Plant 
5:30 p.m.
Has Beens vs Griff and Boys—Physi­
cal Plant 
6:45 p.m.
Blue Mtn. Bush Apes vs Dumpers
The Carpetbaggers—Hot Burritos 1 
Field House
Monday’s Schedule
Kyi-Yo vs Jessee Jltterburgs — Field
Grizzly football history 
Charles Al la r d of Montana 
booted the first field goal in the 
state during the Grizzly - Bobcat 
game of 1898. He was slightly im­
proved upon 26 seasons later when 
Frosty Peters kicked 17 in one
T ip s  host MSU  
for track meet
Track is the big event on the home 
scene this weekend as the Uni­
versity of Montana track squad 
hosts a dual college meet with 
Montana State University (MSU), 
and four high schools.
The six-team meet is scheduled 
to start at noon Saturday with the 
field events, and the running 
events are slated to begin at 1 p.m.
Eight records are in danger of 
being broken in the match be­
tween the Grizzlies and the Bob­
cats. One of them is the record in 
the 440 of 48 seconds which is 33- 
years-old. It was set by former 
Grizzly Jack Emigh in 1939.
UM’s Hans Templeman will be 
shooting at the present record of 
4:12.1 set in the mile run by Doug 
Brown in 1965; Dick Miller will 
be trying to break the mark of 
1:52.1 in the 220 set by Mick Har­
rington in 1968 and A1 Joscelyn 
will attempt a time of 52.2 in the 
440 intermediate hurdles set by 
Tim Starkey in 1968.
Other records to watch will be 
the three mile mark of 14:32.2 set 
in 1969 by Wade Jacobsen; the long 
jump record of 24-1% and triple 
jump mark of 48-3% set by MSU’s 
Bob Tillman in 1969 and 1968 and 
the high jump record of 6-6 set by 
Bill Rice in 1964.
The Grizzlies will automatically 
win the javelin event since the 
Bobcats have not entered anyone. 
Freshman Craig Stiles has already 
qualified for the NCAA Champion­
ships at the end of the season with 
a toss of 235-6, and could break 
Mike Lyngstads record of 241-3.
Brinkerhoff to run 
at Tennessee Meet
Sophomore Alice Brinkerhoff is 
representing the University of 
Montana in the Women’s National 
Intercollegiate Track Champion­
ships in Knoxville, Tenn., this 
weekend, and is slated to start pre­
liminary competition today.
She will run in the 440 and 880, 
and if she qualifies she will run in 
the finals which well be held to­
morrow.
Her best time in the 440 is 1:01.9 
whicfr.she.ran.last year, and in the 
880~ she has posted a mark of 
2:24.7 this season.
Basketball letters 
of intent received
Four national letters of intent have 
been received by the University of 
Montana basketball coaching staff 
according to Jud Heathcote, head 
basketball coach.
Heathcote said his department 
planned on taking five letters this 
year, and is expecting to fill the 
final position in the near future.
Letters were received from:
•  Mark Wells, a 6-0 guard from 
Curtis High School in Tacoma, 
Wash., who carried an 18 point 
average last season.
•  Jim Swain, a 6-7 center from 
Billings West, who averaged 16 
points a game and 13 rebounds last 
year.
•  Tim Blain, a 6-8% center from 
West Albany High School in Al­
bany, Ore., who averaged 15 points 
a game and 12 rebounds last sea­
son.
•  Lee Edmundson, a 6-6 center 
from Bellmont High School in Vic­
toria, B.C., who averaged 22 points 
a game and 18 rebounds last year.
Heathcote said he plans to utilize 
Wells as a guard, and the other 
three men will be used at forward 
positions.
THE NEW & DIFFERENT 
JUST OPENED
THE
LADYBUC
COME AND SEE US FOR THE 
LATEST IN FASHION
CARAS PLAZA
1533 South Ave.
GRAND OPENING WEEK
4 p.m. - 6 p.m.FRIDAY 
HAPPY HOUR
All You Can Drink $3.00  
$1 Pitchers— 25^ Bottles— 20^ Schooners
231
West FrontI Don’t Know Tavern
THE TOWER N O W  USES 
ALL RETURNABLE BOTTLES
For Outstanding Pizza
and Cold Beer 
Student Discount
HIGHWAY 93 SOUTH 
543-6112
If yo u ’r e  out o f  i t . . .
R05EN3UJM GM1ERY h a s  i t -
film & p rocessh g  a t  
discount prices.
his starting pitchers in the series, game for the Montana freshmen.
COME ON DOWN
For the Finest Selection of Pants, Jeans, 
Shirts, Suits, Boots, Hats and 
A ccessories
Reasonable Prices, Friendly Service 
Ask Your Neighbor
STUDENTS!
Do you want?
•  FRIENDLY PEOPLE TO DEAL WITH
•  MOST MODERN SERVICE
•  BEST CHOICE FOR UM STUDENT
451 North Higgins Missoula, Montana
Then: open a CHECKING account...
with us
goings on
•  The New Jerusalem. Karen 
Sheffels of Great Falls will talk 
on “the importance of Haifa to­
day” at 8 p.m. tomorrow in UC 
360I-J. Sponsored by the Baha’i 
Club.
•  An informal rap session will 
be held with John Lee Hooker to­
day at 3:20 p.m. in the UC Lounge.
•  Frank Dunkle, Republican 
candidate for governor, will speak 
on state government today at 3 
p.m. in law school 204.
•  CHI, Christians Honestly In­
volved, will host an open meeting 
Monday at 7 p.m. in the Poop 
Deck of the Ark, 532 University
Ave. Roger Hill will lead a dis­
cussion seminar entitled “Chris­
tianity and the Occult Complex.” 
For more information call Cam­
pus Minister Bill Phillips, 549- 
6742.
•  June 9 is the deadline for ap­
plying for a Fall Quarter practicum 
placement in the Department of 
Social Welfare. All those inter­
ested in the practicum program 
should pick up the Field Practicum 
Manual at 770 Eddy Ave. or in VC 
211A.
•  Joyce Knoll, cellist, and Dor- 
oteha Cromley, pianist, will pre­
sent a concert Sunday at 8:15 p.m.
in M 115.
•  Regional Student Retreat 
(Western Montana, Idaho and 
Eastern Washington) will be to­
day and tomorrow at The Ark, 538 
University Ave. and The Poop 
Deck, 532 University Ave.
•  Absentee Ballots for the June 
primary must be obtained by June 
5. The Missoula County Clerk and 
Recorder’s Office will provide and 
send absentee ballot requests to 
students’ county courthouses.
•  Preston Miller, Plains Indian 
authority and collector of Indian 
crafts, will present a slide lecture 
Monday at 8 p.m. in SC 131.
classified ads
Classified advertising will be accepted Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m. to 
4 p.m. only and Friday 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Call 243-6541
(No change in copy in consecutive insertion)
If errors are made in advertisement, immediate notice must be given the 
Montan Kaimin since it is responsible for only one incorrect insertion.
First insertion (5 words per line) r _______________________  25#
Consecutive insertions ________;______________________________ IB#
STRAWBERRY HILL $1.45
APPLE WINE $1.45
CO LD BEAR $1.80
HAMM’S 6-PAKS $1.05
Fairway Liquor Store
HAUGENS
Next to Wilma Theatre
Where University Students Get a 10% Discount |  
On All Darkroom Supplies |
MOBILE HOME OWNERS
ACREAGES
1. Lost and' Found
LOST: black and white female dog 
with one black eye, 549-6765. 88-4c
FOUND: a pair of contact lenses in a 
red case. Found on the street on 
corner of Keith and Gerald Avenues.
549-3927._____________.______ 88-4c
FOUND: black wallet on Madison 
Street Bridge. William Anderson’s 
identification. Contact business of-
fice in Kaimin._____________ 88-3c
LOST: Ripped off one black wallet 
from the WRA, plase return I.D.’s, no 
question asked. Pearl Gregor, WRA
office. ____________________89-3c
3. Personals
PREGNANCY Referral Service. Monday 
thru Friday, 4:30 to 6:30 pjn. 243-6171.
__1_______________________ 70-tfc
WEDDING in your future? Call Mrs. 
Olson for all your supplies; invita­
tions, napkins, cakes and any sewing.
543-4443,___________________ 74-tfc
VOLKS OWNERS: fast, reasonably 
priced, completely guaranteed Volks­
wagen repair ana service. Bug power 
at University Gulf, 5th and Higgins.
______________________74-tfc
STRINGS AND THINGS: weaving, stit- 
_ chery, crocheting. Made to order, 
722 S. Higgins next to Roxy The-
atre._________________ 85-9c
Urogram  COUNCIL nee<$ people to 
help make decisions concerning pop­
ular concerts, lectures, films, coffee 
houses, experimental culture and 
more. If you dislike what was 
brought in this year, if you like what 
was brought in or if you didn’t 
know or care what came to this 
University then start caring. Appli­
cations are now available for the 
area committees of Program Coun-
cil in Room 105 of UC._____ 85-5c
THE SHACK: big chicken dinner, 
$1.75. Michelob on tap, $1.25 pitcher. 
Open ’til four in the morning on
weekends.__________________ 86-4c
GRADUATING STUDENTS PREPARE! 
Announcements may be purchased 
starting Monday, May 8 at the Art 
Department in the Bookstore. 86-7e 
I NEED YOUR ENERGY. Bands, mu­
sicians, artists, poets, craft people.
Call Jane, 728-4887.  86-4c
ARE YOU TIRED of the same old 
curriculum being dished out every 
year? Changes can be made. If you’d 
like to make them, drop by the As­
sociated Students’ Office sometime
soon- _____________ ______ 86-4c
ARE YOU A LITTLE fed up with 
paying $90 a month for the privilege 
of living in someone’s attic? Some­
thing’s got to be done about student 
housing. If you’d like to do it, drop 
by the Associated Student’s office
in the UC.______________  86-4c
THE ADMINISTRATION says that the 
ridiculous registration procedures are 
beyond our control. We don’t agree; 
do you? If not, think about next 
fall, and if you want to do something 
about it, drop by the Associated 
Students offices in the University 
Center.____________________ 86-4c
SENIORS! Last chance for special rati 
Christian Science Monitor, 543-701
________________   87-
THE WHOLE EARTH has handma 
Mexican shawls, rugs, purses ai 
sashes. 135 W. Main. Sisel and nyL 
hammocks too. The prices are 
good as you bargain for them. 88- 
ROCK CLIMBING SEMINARS: includ 
beginners to technical aid climbii 
available duing summer. For infc 
nation write or call Robert Madse 
1509 River Road No. 8, 549-0633 aft| ----  -- 88-
,2 Sou
THE WHOLE EARTH has lot’s of sa 
dais for both men and women. 1 
W. Main. Woven leather uppers ai 
tire tread bottoms and we barga
on the prices. ________  88-
WOVEN LEATHER DUCK: weavir 
leather made to order. 722 S. Hlggii
next to Roxy theater._______ 88-
HAPPY MOTHER’S DAY Gayle. Chr
-    89-
HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Joyce Peterso
_______   89-
HAIPHONG HARBOR HAPPENIN 
(end of the world get-togethei 
Bring an extra pair of underwear at
RUMMAGE — AND BETTER — Sat 
day. Large Spanish coffee table < 
other furniture, like-new snowblov 
floor waxes, bench and jig-saws, t 
lector’s items, dishes, some impc 
plus th usual. 104 Monroe, 549-8'_________ 88
IF WE’RE still here then the Che 
Chop hop — Part I. Bring wl 
socks and all records. White Hoi 
Saturday. 7 p.m. featuring Bill Ha 
and the Comets. 89
TWO FREE PUPPIES to give away. 
Cute, need home immediately. 243-
2729._______________________ 88-2c
READERS: The June 1 spring party 
is coming soon. Plan on making it, 
music and beer in the open air. Pro­
ceeds go to the Library. Will keep
you posted._________________ 89-lc
THIRD FLOOR North wing Craig takes 
on all comers in a water balloon 
catapult fight in the oval. 88-2c
6. Typing
TYPING. Experienced, reasonable rates.
549-7282.___________________ 70-tfc
ELECTRIC typing — fast, accurate, ex-
perienced, 549-5236.__________70-tfc
FAST, accurate typing. 549-4266. tfc 
TYPING: Sentinel Village, 728-9466.
_____________________ ,______86-4c
PROFESSIONAL TYPING. 542-2468.
_______ 88-1lc
EXPERT TYPING. 728-1686. 88-6c
EXPERIENCED TYPING. Phone 549- 
7860. 88-lcc
8. Help Wanted
PEOPLE: To work on ad hoc groups 
exploring curriculum changes, stu­
dent housipgLjsrQblems apd fiiWPltfic. 
cations of the registration . process.
. . No pay. No experience necessary. In­
quire at the Associated" Studems of"-A
fices in the UC'._________  86-4c
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: National 
Corporation will hire 20 male students 
for manager training program. Work 
in Montana or any of seven West­
ern states. Make more than you ever 
dreamed possible. Send name, ad­
dress, phone number to Summer Em­
ployment, P.O. Box 725, Provo, Utah.
__________  68-tfc
PERSONS of various occupations re­
garding N. American and overseas 
opportunities, up to $2,600 monthly. 
For complete information write to 
Job Research, Box 1253 Sta-A, To­
ronto, Ontario. Enclose $5 to cover
cost.  74-21C
HELP WANTED: $67.50 average for 
three evenings and Saturday. Inter­
views Thursday May 11 at 1 p.m„ 4 
p.m., and 8 p.m., Friday May 12 at 
10 a.m., 1 p.m., 4 pjn. and 7 p.m. at 
Executive Motor Inn 201 East Main, 
Rm. 300, ask for Mr. Ferguson. 87-3c
10. Transportation
TWO NEED RIDE to Great Falls. Fri- 
day May 12. 728-1739,________ 88-2c
16. Automobiles for Sale
1971 RENAULT 16. 549-2740. 85-tfc 
VW BUS, 1966 excellent condition, with
extras, $950. 543-4539.________ 83-3c
TOM DAILEY is selling his 1966 Bug.
549-9973, 240 Livingston.______ 86-4c
RARE UNIT, 1968 V.W. double cab 
pickup. Like new, white with tan in­
terior, factory tarp/bows. FM radio.
549-9248 after 5:30.___________86-6c
1957 CADILLAC HEARSE, excellent 
condition. 723-8095 Butte. Mont. 86-4c 
1967 PONTIAC LeMANS Sprint. Hurst 
Transmission. Excellent condition, 
reasonable prices. 542-0019. 86-4c
CHERRY 305 Scrambler. Newly rebuilt
engine. 543-6505. ____________ 87-3c
1965 CHEVROLET Carryall. Excellent 
condition, $1,100. Call 549-8496 after
_ 5:30.______________________ 87-3c
1959 FORD convertible, $100 or best of­
fer. Runs excellent, many new parts. 
243-5374 Steve. 87-3c
1952 CHEVROLET, new tires, battery, 
runs well. Call 728-2678 or 543-5472 
or see at 401 E. Beckwith. 89-lc
17. Clothing
ALTERATIONS and mending, Mrs. Ca-
rabas, 305 Connell Ave.______ 70-tfc
SPECIALIZE in men’s and women’s al­
terations. Work guaranteed. 543-8184.
____________ 66-tfc
18. Miscellaneous
FOR YOUR LEATHER wear project 
check our new supply of colors ii 
both split and grain garment weigh 
leathers. Also Sheepskin. We’re als 
well stocked with beads. Several re 
shipments of mocassins assur
you at Kyi-Yo Wester 
9-6 Mon.
81-10
FROM ELAINE’S Playpen Children 
Shop, creative playthings
ANTIQUE BOTTLE SHOW and sal 
May 13-14, Misosula County Fail 
grounds. 4-H Building, Saturday 10 1 
6. Sunday 10 to 4. Over fifty displaj
19. Wanted to Buy
COLLEGE TEXTBOOKS: new or used, 
hardcover or paperback. Book Bank, 
540 Daly. 74-tfc
20. Want to Rent
NEED APARTMENT for two near cam­
pus for summer, 243-4880. Claudine.
____________________________ 88-5c
WANT TO RENT for summer or long­
er, unfurnished house near campus. 
Have trained pets. Contact Mrs. M. 
Biker, 4846 S. 2nd St. Phoenix, Ari-
zona 85040._________________ 82-8c
WANT TO RENT—one bedroom apart­
ment for first half of summer ses­
sion by visiting professor. Notify
Chris Leach 243-5543._________87-7c
THIRTY-YEAR-OLD high school coun­
selor wants to rent apartment, small 
house, or trailer for summer. Must 
allow pets. Contact Ruthann Hart- 
sog, 205 South Crystal, Butte, Mon- 
tana, 792-8853._______________ 87-8c
21. For Sale
LAFAYETTE LR100 solid state receiv­
er, $110. Webcor solid state profes­
sional 7-inch reel to reel tape re- 
corder, $100. 549-8843 after 5. 80-10c 
GRUMMAN CANOES: 549-9437. 801 E.
Front. _____  82-16C
CHAMPIO*rsiRED IRISH Sfettlrs! 549- 
8326._______ _______________ 84-6c
GRADUATING, must sell Nashua trail­
er. 12x52. Fully carpeted and air 
conditoined, $4,500, 549-8001, 84-6c
DOG HOUSE for large dog, for sale.
728-9463*____________________________ 85-Sc
AUTOMATIC spin-dry Hoover wash­
ing machine, one year old. Call 542-
2838._______________________85-4c
TWO NEW GUITARS handmade in 
Mexico. Must sell, best offer ac-
cepted. Bill, 728-9083.________ 86-4c
AKC SPRINGER Spaniel pups. Whelped 
April 28, 1972. Excellent pets and
hunters. Call 542-0063.________ 86-4c
LONG HAIRED GUINEA pigs, all ages, 
great watch pigs. $3-5. Call 728-1138
or 258-6519._______  86-4c
COMBINATION portable AM-FM Sony 
radio cassette recorder. Norelco cas-
sette, 726-1686. ___________ 88-6c
1966 NEW MOON trailer 12x57. See 
Chuck Drinville in Clinton. 88-4c
22. For Rent
THREE BEDROOM 12 x 64 mobile 
home for rent. Located in luxury 
park with swimming pool. 549-3131 
or write S&H Mobile Homes, High- 
way 10 West of Missoula. 81-tfc
FEMALE ROOMMATE to share apart­
ment for summer. 728-1484 after 5.
____________________________ 85-Sc
LARGE FURNISHED three bedroom 
home for rent, summer. 728-4617. 86-9c 
TWO BEDROOM HOUSE in the coun­
try. 10 minutes from camplis. Avail­
able June 10. Privacy to do your
own thing. 258-6519._________ 86-4c
TWO FEMALE ROOMMATES needed 
to share house summer quarter. 728-
3264 after 5._________________88-3c
HOUSE TO BE SUBLET for summer. 
Three blocks from campus, utilities 
paid, two bedrooms, cable T.V. 549- 
5875. 88-lOc
27. Bicycles
“Tour De France” model,
1970 MEN’S 10-SPEED. Stil under war- 
ranty. 1428 Harrison._________ 89-lc
28. Motorcycles
SUPER BIKES: 1972 Honda 500 and 750 
Honda. 750 Kawasaki. AH new. 543- 
6505 after 5 p.m.____________68-tfc
1970 SUZUKI 90cc trail, hi-lo trans.
728-9382.  85-5c
1971 YAMAHA 125 Enduro. Excellent
condition. Originally, $425, now $350. 
Must seU ,549-3753. _________ 87-3c
1970 350 BRIDGESTONE. 243-4750. 87-3c 
1970 KAWASAKI 500. Excellent condi- 
tion. 243-4759. 305 Elrod Hall. 89-3c
31. Head and Body Care
TIRED OF that fuzzy, creepy unkempt 
look? Spring is the time to get 
spruced up! The Man’s World 2110 
Brooks, caters to you. the individu­
al. Keep all your hair and still look 
great. 86-12c
12 MILES OUT
NO DOWN PAYMENT
Price: $5500-$8500 
Interest: 7l/2%
PAYMENTS $50 - $75
MOBILE HOMES WELCOME 
Water Wells Priced at $995.00
Don't Pay Lot Rent 
T R A I L  R E A I T Y
Phone: 549-Gltil
END OF THE WORLD PARTY
THE HAIPHONG HARBOR HAPPENING 
WHERE: The W hite House 
WHEN: Friday, 7 p.m. til we're all bombed
HONDA CYCLE
for graduation
CENTER
for fun
STUDENT SALE
for all students with UM ID
Over the years students have enjoyed fine products 
from the Honda Cycle Center. To show our appreci­
ation for your business we are now offering a 5% 
discount on every new and used bike in our stock. 
Offer ends June 10, 1972.
to some friends
Where are you:
Are you on a picnic perhaps? Finding some roots in the- earth? 
Discussing Black Elk Speaks? Having a heavy session with students 
who are wracked wT6H uncertainty about the meaning of their lives?
Have you been busy talking with groups of students and using words 
like "alienation," "consciousness," "alternative reality" or 
"humanism?" Did you emphasize to young people today that they must 
live their lives as they think is best?
That's nice. Do you remember the Nixon-Johnson ruling clique 
you have been opposing for years? They have just seceded from reality—  
maybe you'll bump into them in one of your alternative realities.
Of course you're aware of what has happened to that war in 
Southeast Asia that you're so opposed to0 (That's the little war 
you were so angry about two years ago.) That war is about over—  
it can go no further than a showdown between the United States; and 
the Soviet Union.
Are you absent from anti-war protests because you participated 
in demonstrations before and regard them as futile? They might work 
slowly, but they are not futile. Anti-war protestors were in a large 
degree responsible for driving Lyndon Johnson from the White House, 
a nd forcing Richard Nixon to reduce drastically the number of American 
ground forces in Vietnam. If you're satisfied with quietly pursuing 
a new way of life, you need to be reminded that in this country people 
who don't speak up are considered to be in support of the status quo.
No one asks those who do not speak whether their silence is a Statement 
of tacit support or if it means they think their voice doesn't have any 
effect.
Are some of you worried about untenured positions at the University? 
Perhaps your rationalization is that you are most effective within the 
University System where you can encourage people's attempts to make a 
break for another reality. You cannot use that excuse forever0 You 
cannot continue to advocate the creation of a new way of life while 
you live comfortably within the old.
Some of you are concerned about young people who are more prone 
to follow than to think. It is best that people choose a course of 
action not because their guru has, but because they believe in it.
Don't let that knowledge temper your actions. Accept people who at 
this time would follow you anywhere. You know that they will learn.
There are others who need honest advice and are waiting for your 
voices. Your silence supports their silence.
The_young people supporting protests this past week are aware of 
the lack of support from those whp have, reputations of being .committed 
to change. There is no cry for faculty to legitimize the actions of 
students or to provide the direction for future actions. We are just 
wondering where your talk and beliefs stop and your actions begin.
R icha rd  C h a p m a n  
Tom  P ow er 
D e x te r R oberts  
N a th a n  B lu m b e rg  
R o g e r D u n sm o re  
H a r ry  F ritz  
B ill Leitch 
B ob  C u rry  
M a r ty  B ake r 
Ron E rickson  
A n d  o th e rs  
w e  h a v e n ’t 
seen  re ce n tly
Just as sitting in at the Post Office did not stop the mail, a 
short series of symbolic protests will not stop the war. Protests give 
people a chance to act together. They help destroy the self-fulfilling 
prophecy that every action against Nixon's government is futile.
Without mass protest, the discontented people will have a growing 
feeling of isolation from the institutions of this country and even 
from others who wish to change those institutions. The media will 
not tell the frustrated protestors in Missoula that their actions are 
part of a government-precipitated movement that stretches from 
Berkeley to Madison to Columbia and includes thousands of places 
in-between. While we build support here, we are part of every action 
taken to stop this country's insanity.
This letter is not written in the hope that you will politicize 
your entire life. We are disappointed that during the past week you 
have not devoted even a couple of hours to political concerns. We 
do not regard Nixon's tragic blunder as an opportunity to be 
manipulated to create radical consciousness. We prefer organizing 
without the threat of an imminent nuclear war. We are not angry 
that thousands of bitter UM students have not been swept by a gut 
reaction into this week's protests. We realize the most fundamental 
organizing action is educating those people so that in the future 
they will know the reason for action.
If you who are so quiet understand what is going on, which ia 
the appearance you have given us in recent years, you have a 
responsibility to state your position. If you are at a loss as to 
why the United States inxi is inching the world toward World War III 
or if you don't know what can be done about it, be honest about it.
A united attempt to comprehend what is happening could be a good 
place for us to begin next week. Sitting back with worried frowns 
or conducting business as usual is a good place to end it all.
(signed) Dan McIntyre, Stephanie Henkin, Clay Collier, 
Lorna Thackeray, Bill Vaughn, Harmon Henkin, 
Jennifer O'Loughlin, Lynn Morrison, Nancy 
Baron
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Reactions to President Nix­
on’s escalation of the In­
dochina war stretched around 
the world from Peking, China 
to Missoula, Montana, and at 
neither end was his action ap­
proved.
University of Montana 
students marched on the local 
extension of the Nixon ad­
ministration—the federal 
building and tried to tell Mis­
soula residents they were op­
posed the war.
To some who listened, the 
demonstrators were correct 
in their actions. To others, 
they were not.
What effect the local 
protest will have is doubtful, 
however, the combined effect 
of this nation’s many in­
dividual protests may have a 
measurably larger effect.
Missoula students, then, 
were doing their part.
This week’s FOCUS is a 
collection of observations by 
military students, officers 
and . academicians about 
President Nixon’s move to 
mine North Vietnamese 
ports.
And it is a chance for the 
military—both target and tool 
of hostility—to be heard.
Editor
‘Our hair is shorter’
Acceptance of ROTC on cam­
pus is “pretty decent” at the 
present time, said First 
Lieutenant Ted Morris, Air 
Force ROTC Cadet Corps 
Commander; the highest 
position held by a UM cadet.
“When I was a freshman, I 
actually got spit on twice,” 
said Morris in an interview 
last week. But, the attitudes 
on campus have turned to 
acceptance of program, ac­
cording to the junior ma­
joring in biology.
Morris is an enrollee in 
the AFROTC 4-year program, 
which is broken down into two 
major divisions. The first two 
years consist of a course, 
teaching practical skills of 
the armed service.
The last two years are 
devoted to academic 
problems.
In the Air Force program, a 
cadet may take the first two 
years of instruction with no 
obligation, but in order to 
complete the junior and 
senior years, he must-sign a 
contract. With this contract 
comes a minimum of four 
years active duty, Morris said
The course requires one
hour a week of classroom 
instruction and one hour a 
week of corps training drills 
in the first two years. In the 
last two, instruction time is 
boosted to three hours a week.
Comparing AFROTC with 
the other academic 
departments on campus, 
Morris said, “ROTC is the 
only place where you can sit 
down and have an intelligent 
discussion, objectively.”
He said Air Force instruc­
tors encourage the cadets to 
think, and if a cadet doesn’t 
agree with the instructor, he 
is not penalized for it.
Morris said that Air Force 
policy is centered around 
“never having to fight.”
Until nuclear weapons are 
done away with, the threat of 
them might be the most stable 
way to keep peace, Morris 
said.
Morris, who was once in the 
Coast Guard Academy, said, 
“Academies are just about 
worthless. It costs more 
money and graduates aren’t
Crystal Theatre, 515 S.' Higgins, 
728-9074. Naw showing! Jules 
Dassin’s “Topkapi”—“The ulti­
mate heist film'  of all time.” 
Peter Ustinov, Melina Mercouri, 
Academy Award Short. Call 
Theatre for times.
DR. JEKELL'S and 
MR. HYDE'S
Starting
SHIRLEY 
LORENE
Thursday, May 18
H. O . BELL'S PRICES
for the
GRADUATE
PINTO
2 dr, 2,000 c.c. eng., A78xl3 
W.S.W., fold down r. seat, 
colored keyed carpet, m.f.d. 
brakes, f/r bumper quards, 
radio, body side mldg.
WAS
$2,541.77 YOUR PRICE 
Stock No. 103 $2,308.31
MAVRICK
2 dr, 200 c.i.d., vinyl seat 
trim, 645x14 radial tires, 
underseal
WAS YOUR PRICE
$2,542.24 $2,280.70
MUSTANG GRANDE 
Bright red finish, 351 v-8, 
auto, trans., E70xl4 wide 
oval belt w.s.w., ps, p.f.r.d. 
brakes, underseal 
WAS YOUR PRICE
$3,892.00 $3,446.85
Serving
Western Montana 
Over 57 Years
Our Reputation Is 
Your Guarantee
THE TEAR'S FIRST REALLY SATISFYING, BIG COMMERCIAL 
AMERICAN FILM. ONE OF THE MOST BRUTAL AND MOVING 
CHRONICLES OF AMERICAN LIFE EVER DESIGNE0 WITHIN 
THE LIMITS OF POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT.”
"A SUPERIOR WORK OF POPULAR ENTERTAINMENTI 
REMINDS US OF THE VANISHED PLEASURES OF THE OLD- 
FASHIONED GANGSTER MOVIES I WHAT MORE COULD WE 
'0SSIBLY WANT FROM A MOVIE? HOW OFTEN. THESE DAYS 
00 WE GET ANYTHING LIKE ALL THAT?”
“ THE GODFATHER’ IS A MOVIE THAT SEEMS TO HAVE 
EVERYTHING! WARMTH, VIOLENCE, NOSTALGIA. THE 
CHARISMA OF MARLON BRANDO IN ONE OF HIS FINEST 
PERFORMANCES, AN0 THE DYNASTIC SWEEP OF AN 
ITALIAN-AMERICAN ‘GONE WITH THE WIND’!”
1
[ SOUNDTRACK ALBUM AVAILABLE ON PARAMOUNT RECORQS |
FOX THEATRE as
—POLICY—
SHOW TIMES—
*  M O N D A Y  TH RU  TH RU SD A Y  ....................  8 : 0 0  P.i
*  FRIDAY ........................................................  6 :3 0 - 9 :4 5  P.i
*  SA TU R D A Y  ............................. 1 2 :0 0 - 3 :1 5 - 6 :3 0 - 1 0 :1
*  S U N D A Y  .................................................... 1 :1 5 -4 :3 0 -8 :1
A D M IS S IO N  ....................................................W E E K D A Y S  $2.1
*  F R ID A Y -SA T U R D A Y -SU N D A Y  ..........................  $ 2 . :
------  PASS LIST SUSPENDED
any better-trained than 
ROTC graduates.”
Morris said ROTC classes 
are open to any UM student 
who wants to take them. He 
said quite a few freshman and 
sophomore girls take the 
courses and added one 
woman cadet is presently in 
UM AFROTC unit.
Morris said hair 
regulations are stricter in the 
Air Force unit than in the 
army. He said hair must be 
tapered in back, cannot touch 
the ears, and the sideburns 
must no longer than the bot­
tom of the ears. He said mus­
taches are allowed, but not 
past the corner of the mouth.
Morris said AFROTC does 
not have an active public 
relations organ. He said the 
cadets do all the public, 
relations, including a recruit­
ing program in high schools, 
relations work, including a 
recruiting program in high 
schools.
AFROTC scholarships are 
available, he said. These pay 
tuition and fees and • $100 a 
month during the school year.
By Steve Fullerton
THE CHAM PAGNE OF BEER
Miller High Life
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‘If everyone wanted to be in 
the Army it would be a sick 
society’
Following a four year slump, 
national trends are toward an 
increase next year in Army 
ROTC enrollments, ac­
cording to Col. Walter 
Pashley, chairman of the 
military science department.
“Indications are that the 
enrollment slump has bot- 
tomed-out and nationwide the 
figures show a decided in­
crease,” he said.
In June of 1967 the U.M. 
Army ROTC department had 
an enrollment of 563. The 
following year it was no 
longer compulsory and the 
figure dropped to 371 decreas­
ing year until it has reached a 
low of 93 today.
Pashley pointed out the 
number would be somewhat 
higher if all applicants could 
pass the physical re­
quirements. A GPA of 2 plus is 
required to stay in the 
program, he said.
The program of Army 
ROTC through the years has 
remained pretty much the 
same with only minor 
changes in curriculum. Non- 
ROTC students can, and often 
do, take the classes according 
to Pashley. Some enroll as 
listeners, some for credit.
“We have had some women 
taking the courses here, and 
now ROTC is offering a tes­
ting program for co-ed 
participation in ten colleges,” 
Pashley said. The bid by his 
department for female 
participation on this campus 
was unsuccessful but he has a 
list ol available locations fob 
interested women students. 
Competition for scholarships 
will also now be open to 
women.
Some incentives are offered 
junior and senior majors—a 
$100 non-taxable stipend 
during the ten month school 
year as well as additional pay 
while attending summer
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camp. In addition, 
competition is keen for ROTC 
scholarships which are 
offered on a four, three or 
two year basis and provide all 
school expenses plus $100 a 
month toward room and 
board. Scholarship recipients 
are obligated to serve two 
years in the armed services.
A commission received 
upon graduation does not 
always mean active duty. 
After attending officer train­
ing school, this year’s 
graduates are being offered a 
choice. They may return 
home and join a National
photo/tom levno
Guard or a reserve unit 
without accepting an active 
duty assignment. This offer is 
not always available, Pashley 
said.
Pashley said he - believes 
that a ROTC studentreceives 
better experience in 
leadership than other 
academic programs on cam­
pus.
Both Pashley and Col. 
Edward Sperry of Air Force 
ROTC emphasized that they 
thought the change from 
mandatory to voluntary
enlistment was for the best, 
resulting in a better group of 
enrollees.
“Getting rid of compulsory 
enlistment was a fine thing. If 
everyone wanted to be in the 
army it would be a sick 
society,” Sperry said.
AFROTC also experienced 
a drop in enrollment from 356 
in 1966 to 93 in 1971. Present 
enrollment is 87. Five of this 
year’s graduates have 
received pilot licenses and 
will go on to Army Aviation 
Training school, according to 
Sperry.
Stringent physical re­
quirements are also a han­
dicap to potential enrollees in 
AFROTC, Sperry said, rating 
poor eyesight as the largest 
single cause for rejection.
“In spite of the drop in 
enlistments, we still produce 
approximately the same 
number of officers,” Sperry 
said.
The AFROTC curriculum is 
undergoing continual change. 
The emphasis now is on 
ability to speak and write and 
the understanding of the 
different elements of our 
society, according to Sperry. 
The structure of the country, 
its government, the 
problems, the part public 
opinion plays are all part of 
the program. AFROTC 
courses are available for 
credit to non-ROTC students, 
but as in other schools 
background courses are re­
quired to understand the ad­
vanced classes, Sperry said. 
Only one or two outside of the 
program have applied so far, 
he said.
“Contrary to the ideas 
circulated by our critics, we 
do not indoctrinate people in 
our classes. All issues are 
open for discussion, there is 
no wrong or right to any is­
sue,” Sperry said.
Scholarships for AFROTC 
are similar to those offered by 
the army.
By Connie Niemeyer
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‘It’s a good thing that 
finally we’ve started to get 
going on this thing’
Lieutenant David Jakobs, 
senior in Russian, and com­
mander of the Army ROTC 
Counter Guerrillas, offered 
his own personal comments 
on the bombing of Haiphong 
Harbor in an interview Mon­
day
He made it clear the 
comments were expressly his 
own and not those of the 
Army.
“It’s a good thing that 
finally we’ve started to get go­
ing on this thing (In­
dochina),” Jakobs said.
He said the United States 
must keep the foreign 
munitions out of North Viet­
nam. “We gotta do that,” he 
said, “if we want to stay over 
there and help the Viet­
namese realize their goals.” 
He defined Vietnamese 
goals as free elections by the 
people to choose their own 
government — be it Demo­
cratic or Communist.
Jakobs said he didn’t 
believe in bombing, however. 
He said too many innocent 
civilians were killed by bom­
bing.
He said, “Vietnam is not a 
war I want to fight. I would 
like to see an end to it.”
‘ ‘If Saigon falls, let it fall, as 
far as I’m concerned,” he
s a i £  By Steve fillerton
‘When you declare war, you 
agree to play by the rules’
“The whole decision to mine 
„the entrances to North Viet-
_name,'s.e ' p orts. _seems.
deplorable to me,” Prof. 
Emeritus Edmund Freeman 
said in a Montana Kaimin 
interview.
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“However,” he continued, 
“my judgment is biased by 
the whole policy on this war. 
This is a war that we have 
never declared. When you 
declare war, you agree to 
play by the rules. When you 
j ust make war without declar­
ing it, you seem to be able to 
do what you please and get 
away with it. I wonder about 
the legality of mining and
“I don’t know her ability or 
preparation for such an act as 
this,” he added.
Freeman commented that 
although Nixon seems to be 
going contrary to national 
will in making this decision 
Nixon is a man with a good 
deal of courage, mixed with 
stubbornness and ambition.
“Someone called him a 
man of overwhelming
photo/u.s. navy
blocking harbors in an 
undeclared war.”
“Legal or not, this is an act 
of war—an act of war in a war 
that ought not to have been 
begun by us and that ought to 
have been ended long ago,” 
Freeman said.1
Since we have committed 
an act of hostility, Freeman 
said he wonders about Rus­
sia’s reaction. He said 
perhaps Nixon might not 
realize that other countries 
must act on their honor also. 
If Russia does decide to act, it 
could be a catastrophy,- he 
said.
“Everyone supposes that 
Russia is warming up some to 
us because of her hate of 
China,” Freeman said, “but 
because of Nixon’s decision, 
she may decide to make1 
peace with China. Since Rus­
sia does seem to be eager for 
favors from us, she may be 
willing to overlook the in­
cident, but we don’t know 
what she will do.” v
As far as China goes, he 
said its attitude has been to 
encourage people to fight 
their own wars.
shallowness and I think that 
this is a good description,” he 
said.
“He is a shrewd political 
man with the courage to go it 
alone, but that is not the kind 
of courage that we need now, 
Freeman continued. “We 
need a man with the courage 
to get us out even if it costs 
him some personal prestige. ’ ’
Perhaps Nixon is honest in 
thinking this is a good war, 
Freeman said, and that is 
why he made his decision.
But even if Nixon believes 
this is a just-war--,‘all the Viet-- 
namese want the U.S.-out and 
Nixon as had ample time to 
understand this, he said.
Freeman concluded by say­
ing that since “the whole in­
cident is so outlandish I hope 
that there is some possible, 
reasonable explanation.”
“Perhaps, and this is a far- 
out hope, this is a trade-off,” 
Freeman said. “We can’t just 
say that we have been 
defeated. We have agreed to 
get out but first we have to 
shake our fist a little to show 
our force.” By Woodeen Koenig
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‘No general can order the 
bombing—only the 
politicians can’
Faddism is still implanted in 
the American way of life. The 
newest page has been 
demonstrated by the press 
and by the political word- 
juggler and it far surpasses 
the goldfish-swallowing in its 
intensity — the anti- 
militarist.
These demagogues have 
discovered that the American 
public does not approve of 
American “political wars” 
—those carried out by the 
politicians, not the 
military—and use this dislike 
as a foundation for their at­
tacks on the group forced by 
necessity to wage these 
wars—the armed forces of the 
United States.
These “baby-doctors- 
turned-Christ” point out that 
the U.S. military is draining 
the country of its money and 
manpower, forgetting that no 
general can order the bom­
bing of any country—only the 
politicians can. The 
McGoverns, Kennedys and 
Fullbrights. assert that the 
U.S. military has no right be­
ing in Southeast Asia, ignor­
ing that it was the U.S. Senate 
(their home court) that sent 
the Army to Vietnam through 
Fulbright’s Tonkin Gulf 
resolution. The politicians 
now decry the military’s 
weapons systems and their 
overruns, neglecting the fact 
that the project designs are 
accepted by civilian 
Department of Defense and 
that the cost of labor in­
creases arealso.nofault of the 
soldier...Army generals are 
ridiculed by the press 
because of statements they 
are ordered to make by their 
bosses — the Secretary of 
Defense and the President.
The armed services are 
based on the necessity of dis­
cipline—the soldier obeys his 
superiors and the general 
obeys his superiors. But the
general’s bosses don’t wear a 
military uniform because 
they are your public 
servants—the government. 
But these, the policy makers, 
are partially protected from 
criticism because of their 
easily—available soap box, 
enabling them to speak their 
views when they wish. The 
military has no such 
recourse—politics is not their 
scene—politicians don’t want 
them to say anything. Gen. 
MacArthur. was removed 
from command in Korea 
because he spoke out 
politically.
So the journalists can con­
tinue their verbal barrage on 
the military, since they are 
assured the military can’t 
fight back. They can 
generalize that the military is 
“woman-killing, baby-burn­
ing vermin,” and, in their 
great service to the American 
people, totally ignore the 
causes of America’s 
international problems.
They probably will, since 
they are less responsible to 
the American citizen than is 
the politician.
By Steve Garrison
‘I really feel for Nixon—he 
is in a very awkward 
situation’
There are too many im­
ponderables in President Nix­
on’s plan to mine harbors in 
North Vietnam according to 
Leo Lott, chairman of the 
political science department. 
It might lead to another crisis 
like the United States had 
with, Cuba, he 3cdd.
We can never tell what 
might happen if some enemy 
boats are sunk, he said in an 
interview Tuesday. The 
United States has not an­
ticipated an airlift such as 
used to keep Berlin, Germany 
supplied after World War II, 
he added.
Presidential security ad­
viser Henry Kissinger might
have talked to the Soviets 
about this issue when he was 
in Moscow and had their 
agreement, he said, but the 
U.S. public will have to wait 
for a few days and see. If the 
Soviet withdraw from the 
Strategic Arms Limitation 
Talks (SALT) we will know 
they are mad, Lott said.
“I really feel for Nixon, he 
is in a very awkward 
situation,” Lott said. “He 
probably had no choice but to 
take the action that he did; I 
am sure his advisors 
researched the situation.”
Lott said he thinks Nixon is 
ready to forfeit the election in 
November to find an 
agreeable solution to the war 
in Vietnam. Nixon is doing 
everything he can to keep 
America from being 
humiliated, he said.
Journalism Professor, 
Robert McGiffert, who read 
all of the news concerning 
Nixon’s decision that came in 
on the Associated Press radio 
wire in the journalism school, 
said he thought Nixon’s action 
was “ appalling and 
frightening.”
McGiffert and his wife sent 
a telegram to both senators 
from Montana which said, 
“The senate is the last hope. 
Stop Nixon before he starts 
World War III.”
McGiffert said what might 
happen if some communist 
ships are sunk worries him 
most. He does not think Nix­
on’s program will work. “The 
North Vietnamese will not 
quit now. Why should they? 
They haven’t in 30 years,” he 
said.
The Soviets do not neces­
sarily have to react to the an­
nouncement, McGiffert said. 
The communists are content 
to see the United States mired 
down in Southeast Asia.
Most of the action the 
government takes in Vietnam 
does not work; Viet- 
namization is a total wreck,
h e  s a i d ‘ By Bob Gibson
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‘We’re appalled’
“We’re appalled,” was the 
Missoula Women for Peace 
response, to President Nix­
on’s blockade of North Viet­
namese ports, according to 
president Betty Moore.
The group’s protest to Nix­
on’s blockade was a telephone 
campaign to the White House 
and Congressman Shoup, 
Moore said.
Moore said she called the 
White House at 7 Tuesday 
morning and registered her 
protest in statement form. 
Another local woman called 
at 7:45 and by then the 
operators were asking callers 
only if they were for or 
against Nixon’s action, Moore 
said.
Sister Mary Clare, a 
Roman Catholic nun, was 
picketing the Missoula 
County Post Office Tuesday. 
She said her action was a 
statement of personal com­
mittment and opposition to 
President Nxion’s action.
She said she sensed 
betrayal and a lack of honesty 
in Nixon’s Monday night 
speech. She said words used 
in his speech such as honor 
and the asking of God’s bles­
sing on his undertaking 
“sound hollow.”
“Civil law is not always the 
highest morality,” and people 
must exercise their freedom 
of conscience, Sister Mary 
Clare said. “I think it’s so im­
portant that people chose to 
hope and to act on hope,” she 
said.
Sister Clare said it would be 
“genocide to give up hope, or 
to despair—not take personal 
responsibility.”
The Indochina war is dif­
ficult to talk about when you 
are Japanese, said Leslie 
Satake, a Japanese- 
American student at the 
University of Montana. 
Satake was talking to people 
picketing the Post Office 
although she did not actively
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participate in the protest. She 
said many Japanese students 
are calling on the United 
States government to make 
an official apology for the 
atomic bombing of Japan in 
World War II. She compared 
the “oriental genocide of 
World War II to the killing in
North Vietnam. She said she 
did not feel qualified to 
publicly respond.
Robinson is a graduate 
student in political science 
and former constitutional 
convention delegate from
Missoula. . , ;,By Joan Melcher
In Kaimin Interviews 
Monday the department 
heads for AROTC and 
AFROTC, three Air Force 
cadets and an Air Force 
secretary refused to give 
commital comments on Nix­
on’s announcement of 
American mining of
Indochina.
Cynthia Schuster, profes­
sor of philosophy and 
previously vocal on Indochina 
would not comment on 
Nixon’s action. She said she 
has found that interviews and 
questioning have taken up too 
much of her time.
Mae Nan Robinson was also 
questioned about her res­
ponse to Nixon’s blockade of
‘This is probably the only 
profession in the world 
where you can be brought 
to trial for voicing 
criticisms of the 
government’
Opinions military men on 
campus might have concern­
ing President Nixon’s new 
Vietnam policies are being 
kept to themselves.
photo/tom levno
Haiphong harbor and in­
creased air attacks on supply 
routes.
In his capacity as professor 
of aerospace studies, 
AFROTC Colonel Edward 
Sperry said concerning Nix­
on’s decision: “It must have 
been a very difficult decision 
and I feel very strongly that if 
there is ever any way to end 
this miserable war then it’s
time to support it.” Speaking 
of Nixon, Sperry said, “He 
needs everybody’s help.”
Lt. Colonel John Heller, ac­
ting professor of military 
science for the AROTC 
department, said what a 
military officer thinks cannot 
be stated in public. “This is 
probably the only profession 
in the world where you can be 
brought to trial for voicing 
criticism of the government, ’ ’ 
he said.
In response to questions 
about possible results of Nix­
on’s announcements Heller 
said, “I don’t feel that there 
will be any major con­
frontation between Russia 
and the United States over a 
country as small as Viet­
nam.”
The three cadets refused to 
comment since anything they 
said would be taken as a 
comment from a ROTC 
member and not as a personal 
opinion, according to one.
By Pat Murdo
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